First we shape the data, then the data shapes us

EXPERT

KNOWLEDGE: CREATE IT, SHARE IT.
Data Consultant Support

IP Protection

TRANSDATA Expert is the industry’s first
solution designed to support the needs of
Data Consultants and Lead Model Designers
who require an effective method to distribute
actionable Visual Data models to both internal
and external clients. With TRANSDATA Expert,
powerful visual models, serving all industries
and domains, are rapidly crafted, tested, and
forwarded for execution by end-users.

Utilizing TRANSDATA Expert the designer is
assured of strong protection of their
Intellectual Properties: Visual models are
saved in an encrypted, locked mode, disabling
opportunities for modification, copying, or
repurposing by end-users. A single model may
be assigned to multiple locations, with users
permitted to select different input sources and
output destinations,

Model Integrity

Branding

One of the frustrating situations often
encountered by Model Designers is inadvertent
“breakage” of programs and algorithms. With
TRANSDATA Expert, the Lead Designer has
complete control: Models may not be altered,
and costly code maintenance is avoided. If
your environment requires the continual
execution of Data Models by end users, as part
of their daily or weekly routine, TRANSDATA
Expert will help you maintain control.

As a Data Consultant you have invested a great
effort in both acquiring clients and developing
custom analytics work for them. TRANSDATA
Expert allows you to brand your distributed
models with your own name and logo,
promoting your identity and deepening the
existing relationship with your customers, all
at no additional cost or effort. When it’s time
for additional engagements, your name will be
front and center.
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TRANSDATA® Expert: Build, Test, Distribute.
TRANSDATA Expert is a software
application which helps Data
Consultants and Lead Designers craft
visual data models and share them
with external and internal clients,
bridging the gap between disparate,
odd-shaped spreadsheets and
repositories, and meaningful,
actionable knowledge.

Conserve Time
Time: your most precious commodity. Be it in turnkey projects or retainerbased billable hours, improving effectiveness and efficiencies is at the
heart of a successful consultancy. Wasting precious time on manual data
organization and cleansing doesn’t add value for your clients. Isn’t your
time best spent on the analytical needs of the client, rather than data
manipulation? TRANSDATA significantly streamlines the development of
visual data model, eliminates tiresome busywork, and accelerates the
generation of meaningful insights.

Save Money. Make Money.
Clearly TRANSDATA can save you money. By reducing time spent on
mundane tasks, more time is spent on analyses that deliver high impact
results. TRANSDATA opens new vistas of scope, productivity, and savings
for your clients, internal and external alike. Additionally, TRANSDATA
Expert empowers you to exercise control over your distributed visual
models, ensuring protection of your Intellectual Property and preventing
end-user modification. Creation and distribution of TRANSDATA Visual
Models can become a significant new revenue source for your
organization, expanding opportunities with current clients.

A Myriad of Uses
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Energy Generation Analysis
Aggregation
Compliance Reporting
Equipment Utilization
Client Attrition Analytics
Accounting Allocations
Charge Back/Costing Reversal
Data Conversion and Cleansing
Depreciation Schedules
Amortization Tables
Lookup Tables
And anything else imaginable…

Balance Resources
TRANSDATA Expert and its companion runtime TRANSDATA Action ensure
that the appropriate resources are completing the analytical tasks to
which they are best suited. With TRANSDATA Expert, modeling expertise
is maximized; the Lead Modeler is able to focus on more complex
modeling challenges, while those with less expertise or significant
operational needs are still able to complete important analytic tasks,
with no design and testing responsibilities.

For additional information:
visit: www.transdatasolutions.com
call: (877) 484-7890
email: info@transdatasolutions.com
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